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CHAPTER 1.
THE SCOPE OF THIS STUDY.
One of the greatest changes in the aim of public
school education has been the recognition of the prin-
ciple of individual differences with the corollary that
a general academic training would never prepare our youth
for the ever-increasing demands of the industrial life of
today. The old idea that education was only for a spec-
ial class, and that it led especially to the professions,
was soon changed when the opportunities for education in-
creased. Today with public school education limited only
by economic conditions in the family after the compulsory
school attendance age has been passed, every child in the
more populated areas has the opportunity to get the special
sort of training he wishes, or has wished on him.
As I looked back over the many influences which have
contributed to make the public school reach all these
children, I have been impressed time and again with the
fact that the sponsors for much of our educational leg-
islation have been organizations of workingm.en. Histories
of modern education have not as a rule given these organ-
izations much of the notice which I often thought must
have been deserved, so I decided to make a study of
labor's attitude toward education in all its phases,
I had in my different courses of study found many labor
opinions upon every educational program so I felt that I
#
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could easily organize my data into a thesis describing
labor's wonderful contributions at all times towards the
proper solution of almost every educational problem. It
was not as easy as I thought.
Frankly I must admit that the problem of finding de-
finite attitudes on any subject was in the past a very
difficult task for many reasons. In the first place,
the laboring man was for years unorganized and his opin-
ion could only be measured by the actions of a community
where his class predominated. Even then the measurement
is open to many questions. Later on, as organizations be-
gan to grow, we find one group advocating one thing, another
group the opposite, and a third group absolutely silent.
There was no concerted action. Then again^all these or-
ganizations were rapt up in economic, social and political
problems, on which their very existence depended, so that
they had little time to formulate purely educational poli-
cies. Next, I found that when they were called upon to
commit themselves to some educational policy, their efforts
were so ephem.eral, that I imagine the spirit of much of
the early convention-endorsed policy v/as only that of a
leader swaying his audience. The convention of the
following year did nothing of a follow up nature, and the
policy slumbered on. Again, there is an absolute dearth
^
of material to justify crediting labor as a body with alm.ost
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any definite educational attitude. You can find
rrruch regarding their econonic, social and political
attitudes because that has been their very life, but
little of any policy towards the solution of educational
problems. Of course that is not true of the twentieth
century period, after the American Federation of Labor
becam.e a factor in the social and industrial fabric of
American life. Finally, we must realize the magnitude
of the meaning of organized labor. Considering the
American Federation of Labor alone, we have an organ-
ization comprising 36,534 local ujiions, 818 local
department councils, 901 city central bodies, 49
state federations, 108 national and international
unions, 4 departments, and 523 local trade and fed-
eral labor unions, with a total average membership
of 2,930,000.^-^-
All these considerations must enter our field of
vision if v/e are to get the proper perspective of this
topic. Having them in mind, I have guided this dis-
cussion along certain lines and within definite limits.
My subject " Som.e Attitudes of Organized Labor towards
Public Education" has three terms - attitudes, organized
labor and public education, which I must explain.
Under attitudes we could include almost any position
taken by any exponent of labor, or by any groups of labor-
ing men with no sanction other than a particular or a gen-
eral expression of individual opinions. We must limit
Proceedings, ^\Tner5can Federation of Labor, 1925 - p. 24
im
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ourselves to generally sanctioned attitudes. When a
group of working people, trade unionists, laborites,
or farmers, gather in a convention for political pur-
poses or for the betterment of their condition, and
when an educational policy is endorsed by this congress
or convention we can, I think, label it the attitude of
the great body represented in that group,
Harap_,in the North American Review, Novem.ber and
December 1923, does not agree so easily. He calls
attention specifically to the fallacy of labor leaders
crediting labor with educational attitudes when the rank
and file of the organization are divided into two cam.ps
on the subject. Of course that is true, but just where
do we find unanimous or nearly unanimous opinion? In
our Supreme Court decisions? Hardly. So when a policy
receives the sanction of a majority vote we can safely
assume it is the attitude of some labor group.
Under the term "labor" we v/ould not have much
difficulty today, but one hundred years ago and up to
1880 there were many groups of laboring men organized
under titles that did not include the word labor. So,
I shall not concern myself in the first part of this
thesis v/ith the distinction betv/een trade unions and
the labor movement. In the last part, however, I shall
confine my attitudes to those of the American Federation
4d
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of Labor. Even this body is opposed to and claims it
is constantly fighting political unionism and the one-
big union philosophy.-"- For present purposes we shall
call any group of workingmen by the name - labor.
Our third term " educafetion " must of necessity
be exclusive. When Gubberley says, " We have trusted
to our schools to handle the children and to our labor
unions to initiate the adults in the work of education",
he included much that I shall not touch.-J'-^'f The unions
everywhere have made great efforts to educate themselves
to a higher plane of living. That topic would be thesis
in itself. My limits shall be the public common ele-
mentary school and its problem.
There is one final explanation needed here. I
have taken most of my quotations from the records of
labor itself. I could not help doing so. Take up
any history of education and notice the absolute
silence when labor's name might have been mentioned
in treating of the great movements in public school
history. This is also true of most articles by ed-
ucators in general. Labor is ignored. Not so,
however, when Mr. Gompers speaks.
Proceedings of American Federation of Labor,
1925. pgs. 265,266,
282 and 284.
Gubberley, Public Education in the U. S. p.341.
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He has said, "Organized labor has always stood for, aye,
has been the pioneer in the demand for free schools, free
text-books, compulsory education in the elem.entary grades,
and for the fullest and freest opportunity in all lines
of learning, technology included."-"- We cannot imagine
that he would exclude the many other splendid contributors
to these great accomplishments, men who stood far more
steadfastly and did just as much pioneering as organized
labor. So we must stand between the histories of edu-
cation as written up to the present, and the histories
of organized labor, crediting where credit is due but
without extravagant praise, because, as yet, the re-
cords are not admittedly decisive.
•Si- American Federationist , Decem.ber 1909.
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STUDIES IN THIS FIELD.
It is pertinent at this time to ask, what studies
if any, have been made in this field. The answer is
that I have been able to find very few. The future
documents of the Workers' Education Bureau may con-
tain material which will prove labor's attitude and
gain a place in authentic history. They have not as
yet appeared.
In a doctor's thesis in 1908, Professor Carlton
of the University of Wisconsin wrote upon the "Eco-
nomic Influences upon Educational Progress in the
United States" Confining himself to the period
from 1820 to 1850, he gives three pages to organ-
ized labor's contributions.
In 1925, Dr. Carroll published her "Labor and
Politics". Of course we could not expect much here,
and we find only four pages devoted to labor's educa-
tional policies.
"Labor Attitudes and Policies" by Atkins and
Laswell, appeared in 1924. There is no attempt to
treat education as a topic, and when it is m.entioned,
it relates to the clothing industry only.
t
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Labor histories in general are more concerned v;ith
the growth of the movement v/ithin than its influence
without, "The History of Labor in the United States"
by John Comm.ons does treat the educational attitude
better than most of the others.
Even the "Documentary History of American Industrial
Society" which might be expected to give us some light
on these great questions of educational progress, and
which labels six of its ten volumes "The Labor Movement",
pays little or no attention to the matter. When it
does, we find the exposition in a tone contained in the
words of the preface: "Hitherto our historical knowledge
of the free-school m.ovement has been ascribed to the
great humanitarian leaders with Horace Mann at their
head. But, Mr, Carlton, after a careful study of the
documents herewith presented concludes that the vital-
ity of the m.ovement for tax-supported schools was de-
rived not from the humanitarian leaders, but from the
growing class of v/age-earners
Documentary History, Vol. V, pp. 27 and 28,
0
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But there has been one attempt to seek out some defin'
ite labor attitudes towards the public school movement.
Philip Curoe, at Teachers' College, Columbia, made this
the subject of his doctor's thesis in 1926, Mr, Curoe,
says his study "attempts to mark out a thin trail through
this facinating field by the selection and analysis of
representative documents He, too, mentions how frag-
m-cntary all records are, and later says, " a comprehensive
study of educational policies and attitudes of American
Labor organizations would be an herculean labor. Count-
less tracts, pamphlets, proceedings of conventions, labor
papers, many of them difficult of access and sterile of
yield, would have to be read."-'"- He does however trace
most of the great movements of public school progress
from a very impartial viewpoint, and shows that labor
has had many definite educational attitudes.
Like all growing m.ovements labor organization and
its contribution to progress must needs gain the per-
spective of time before it can claim and have public
opinion admit the claim of v;hat it has done for our
successful educational policies,
•K-Educational Attitude:^ and Policies of Organized Labor,
Curoe, p. 6,
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There are so many angles to the problem; there
are so many contributing factors in our social life;
and there are so many interlocking agencies among
school administrators, boards of education, and
labor leaders, that it will always be a mooted question
as to proper credit to any one group of those who are
and have been v:orking out the problem in the interest
of public school education for all the children of
all the people. We can however trace those influences
which have influenced the public school progress of
America and which have determined its aim.

CHAPTER 3
.
EARLY YEARS OF LABOR ORGANIZATIONS.
Labor organizations in the United States began
in a small way and though some historians trace the
movement to the eighteenth century, the nineteenth
century for us saw the first real movem^ents to group
for advantage the workers in any one part of an in-
dustry. Groat in his "Organized Labor in America"
page 21, names the New York Society of Journeymen
Shipv/rights organized in 1803, the New York Carpen-
ters in 1806, the Galkers of Boston and Charlestown
in 1822, and several other local bodies of about that
time, as the first labor unions. Curoe, page 8, gives
first honors to an association of cordwainers and coopers,
organized in Philadelphia in 1648, quoting the Mechanics
Free Press^tbe first American labor paper^ as stating
that, "this is the first time that v/orking men have
attempted in public meeting, to inquire whether they
possess, as individuals or as a class, any right to
say by whom they shall be governed."
Following the idea of the Documentary History
quoted before, I shall consider the beginnings of
the real labor movement from 1800 up to 1840, and
divide that period into two parts. The first ex-
tends to 1833 v/hen unions were beginning to feel their
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political strength and were making some rather strong
attempts to use it for the adjustment of problems where-
in they felt they were suffering. The second period of
that era was the time when the reaction to their political
policies brought disaster to their hopes, more because
of weakness of the young organization than of the weak-
ness of their cause. Many of the trade associations dis-
appeared at this time, I cannot in a paper of this kind
review at any decent length the history of any of these
periods; so I shall only touch upon those items of in-
terest to the educator^ the immediate subject of education
as previously defined.
One of the first recognized unions was the Philadel-
phia Mechanics Union of Trade Associations, It is v/orthy
of note because it had some policies which were later in-
corporated in public school administration. This union
lost its influence however after tying itself up v;ith
politics in the election of 1823. In this Philadelphia
m.ovement there was much in their program showing a yearn-
ing desire on the part of the v^orking man to enjoy the
benefits of the educated class, and in choosing "friends"
to represent them. They inquired of the candidates
their position on the subject "that an open school and
competent teachers for every child from the lowest branch
- of an infant school to the lecture rooms of practical
r
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science should be established, and those who superintend
them to be chosen by the people
Here we have some definite expression of a need of
competent teachers, graded schools, and elected school
boards. With no public normal schools in the United States
a
at the time, there v/as»need v/hich labor wanted fulfilled.
How much they influenced New York State opinions I cannot
say, but their program enunciated in 1828 was followed in
1829 by a recommendation by Governor Clinton to the Legis-
lature of New York for "a sem.inary for the education of
teachers in the monitorial system of instruction." The
creation of a central school in each county for the edu-
cation of teachers" was another recomjnendation made the
following year.
The idea of the graded school up thro the high school
had been begun in Massachusetts but v/as practically unknown
outside of this state, as also v/as the university opport-
unity for the laborer's child. This Philadelphia organ-
ization at least advocated such a program which is becom.ing
realized more and more each year.
There has also been some credit given this Phila-
delphia organization for starting the kindergarten move-
ment based on their demand for infant schools.
-"-Gubberley. E, P. Readings in the History of Education,
No. 515.
ei
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Casson said, "Labor Organ5.zations were among the first
to advocate the kindergarten long before it became a
popular institution."-"- But the fact is that there v/as
an English Infant School in Boston 1818 and in New York,
1827, and these infant schools prepared the child to enter
the public school when an entrance requirement was ability
to read and write.-"-"- About the time these mechanics made
their demands, there were three Infants School Societies
in Philadelphia, and infant schools were immediately es-
tablished there, but they were for prim.ary instruction,
and not for the pre-primary development experience of
Proebel, Com.enius or Montessori.
No one can doubt the importance of labor's first
demand for the responsibility of school boards to the
people. They really can be credited to a very great
extent for their consistent demand that private boards
of trustees be not allov/ed to continue to rule education
while their m.ain support came from, taxes imposed on all
the people. Labor has consistently demanded a represent-
ative upon boards of education in city and state. Even
lately, as in the Sm.ith Hughes Act of 1917, it has placed
a representative of organized labor on the Federal Board
for vocational Educations.
Casson - Organized Self Help. p. 202.
Cubberley - History of Education pp.664-665«
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Shortly after the Philadelphia movement which made
education part of their program we find that in New York
in 1829 - a workingmen^s party took the field with educa-
tion as a main issue. This resulted in a bad split which
took years to heal within the labor ranks, and, only after
the workingm.en' s party v/as absorbed in the tv/o major pol-
itical parties. Their platform demanded a system of
schools which would enable all to acquire a com.petent
knowledge by tv/enty^one years of age, and where every
opportunity would come to ability and not to descent. It
was not a principle entirely new, but it had been soraev\rhat
forgotten. The trouble came from those leaders who v/ished
this education in public boarding schools with much manual
activity to help defray the costs of instruction. The
lack of teachers at the time, the idea of com.pletely ab-
sorbing the place of the parent in a boarding school which
intent was openly admitted in this case, the lack of a
compulsory attendance feature, threw the whole platform
into a very bad odor v/hich succeeded in bringing failure
to the party.
Here in our own part of the country during the years
1830 to about 1834, there v;ere several distinct factors
in the politics of Massachusetts. Am.ong them was the
New England Association of Farmers, Mechanics and Other
V/orking Men. They appointed an educational committee
which made several reports, and called the attention of
f
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the Legislature to certain conditions in the factories
of the state. The general impression at the time hov/ever
was that the conditions of young children being em.ployed,
and the lack of opportunity for these children to get an
education would right itself thru public opinion rather
than by statute. Their report "looked forward to the time
soon, when the sense of the importance of universal edu-
cation v/ould obtain that no child in Massachusetts, whether
in a manufactory or elsev/here, would be suffered to grow
up in ignorance" Just one hundred years later the same
named committee in the same state has just refused to
raise the age of compulsory school attendance from 14
to 16 years of age, so public opinion has not completely
arrived at the stage v/here education is legislated to be
of first importance, beyond a certain stage.
Soon after the New England movement, there was formed
in 1834 the National Trade Unions. In their Constitution
we find their object "to recomm^end such measures to the
various Unions represented herein as may lend to advance
the moral and intellectual condition and pecuniary in-
terests of the laboring classes . "•'"--"- They did aim to edu-
cate themselves, to agitate for education, to attempt to
dem.ocratize the public school systems of America, and to
campaign in behalf of the juvenile factory v/orkers.
Report of Committee on Education of Massachusetts House
of Representatives, Jan. 29, 1827.
^""-Documentary History - Vol. VI, pp. 224-227.
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The education of themselves was a note struck in almost
all the early labor conventions. Usually it v/as agitation
for a public library, or a literary society^or a debating
group within the union. In the public schools they did
keep up an interest. In 1835 a striking resolution was
adopted. It took the form of a vote for a real survey
of the public school systems in different states and
districts. They have always shovm a real scientific
attitude in demanding a fact-collecting basis for all
future reform.. They have always fought for fecieral and
state bureaus of labor statistics. Their resolution
however did not, as far as I could find, amount to very
much, because the report to be made during the convention
of the folloY;ing year did not arrive
The attempt to democratize the schools focused its-
elf in a resolution "to adopt uniform and energetic meas-
ures to procure a superior system of Public Education by
means of Manual Labor Schools patronized by the Legis-
latures of the States.""""- You can easily see the blaz-
ing of the trail that led from education for the few to
that of the many; from, the professional to the industrial;
from the opportunities of wealth to those of the poor.
"Public Schools for the education of all the children,
the off-spring of the rich and poor alike ."-"--"--"-
Documentary History - Vol. VI. p. 291,
-""Ji- Ibid - Vol. VI. p. 201,
jj-x-::- Cubberley Public Education in the United States,
p. 140,
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Of course, in a real republic this was bound to be the
condition, and I would not by any chance credit the
consiunmation of the ideal to any one factor, notwithstand-
ing some statements, such as this, "it is a well-knovm
fact that the public school system of the United States
was created because of the insistent dem.ands of our
pioneer trade unionists in the early part of the last
century." ^> Hov/ much of that insistence was due to the
public schools themselves, and the broad visions of those
hunanitarians who moulded their thoughts and cooperated
so faithfully in the task of broadening the field of
education, and how m.uch was due to the legislators of
the different states, and of the federal government I
cannot say. Nevertheless , I doubt that the pressure
of the unions at that time was great enough to force
much of this legislation. Unless the cause was highly
righteous in itself, it could not have gained such rapid
headway as it did shortly after, V/hat we can truly thank
the labor leaders for is a persistent attitude of ranging
themselves with those forces that were v/orking for the
democratization of education.
In a review of this period to 1840, we do see sev-
eral definite movements on the part of labor. First,
K- History, Encyclopedia and Reference Book, American
Federation of Labor, p, 208,
t
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attention was drawn to the need of free schools, and the
means of their support. If we except land grants, the
national government had taken practically no part in school
support. Labor did its share in forcing federal money^ re-
ceived by the states^ for the encouragement of education,
A Boston labor committee on education in 1833, recommended
manual labor schools, urging that they be "free to all,
at the expense of each state."
Secondly, it was inevitable that organized labor
should wish specialized industrial training. This
problem became more and more acute later on until today
there is a certain amount of reaction to the preponderant
expense of vocational training in our schools. In fact,
the working men of today in many cases resent the advice
of educators to their boys to take up industrial courses
in preference to professional courses.
Thirdly, a natural outcome of free schools and m-ore
of them was the dem.and for competent teachers and their
training, in which labor would naturally take a stand
lest the poor boy's training not measure up to the stand-
ard of the private academy.
All in all, this period was one of vision and when
in the proper perspective a real history of education
gives labor its proper place among the forces for
•J^-Carlton, F, T. Economic Influences upon Educational
Progress in the United States p,78.
ff
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democratizing the education of America we may change
some of our views on the history of the public school
movement in America.
f)
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PRE - CIVIL WAR DAYS.
Another arbitrary division of this study would
take us to the Civil V/ar period, and here I must re-
mark that the scope of ray thesis might be expected to
take in some of the political, social and economic
movements contemporaneous with labor's progress. In
a larger work I could review all these movements, but
it seems to me at present a task that could not be
fairly treated in a thesis of kind. So, I shall
commit myself wholly to a statement of fact in plac-
ing labor's case at the different points of contact
in the educational progress of the country. If I
seem to touch the subject too lightly I must be ex-
cused on the plea of inability in the alloted space.
This was the period knov/n as the talk-fest of
American History, Only too well do we appreciate
the arguments for and against the fundamental notions
of federal and state rights, and the horrible cata-
clysm which decided that issue. This v/as the period,
too, when labor got the organizing fever, and the epi-
demic was spreading throughout the land. It was the
era of strikes and "protective unions". At this time
there was a general rise in prices of almost all commod-
ities, and it all ended in the panic of 1857, Trans-
portation facilities were grov;ing with the resultant
extension of the labor market. It was in general, a
#
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restless time with nothing much definite in labor's
contribution to education.
One significant attitude did appear with some
strength at this time. The American Industrial
Union in 1844 in a meeting in Western New York,
attempted to foster a system of education so that
teachers and children might find employment in some
industrial avocation during a portion of each day.
This was an appreciation of the fact that formal
education had some losses and that industrial
education could have its place on the principle
that through uses, the science that lies back of
uses, should be acquired. In the light of modern
progressive education can't we say that the keynote
of these unions is still ours today? Even Brook
Farm in 1844 reported that in this regard it had
" a system v/hich does justice to every one where
the children of the poor receive the intergral
development of all their faculties as far as the
means of the Association in its present condition
will permit. "-JS- I am including this note on Brook
Farm as a sample of the ideals of thos Phalanxes
of v/orking m.en which dominated this period. How
much they influenced the thought of the humanitar-
ians of the forties will of course always bear dis-
cussion. Their accomplishment in the educational
field howe,ver may be considered as very m.eager,
^ Noyes, J. H. History of American Socialisms
,
p. 225
•
I
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An idea of the labor attitudes of the period from
1846 to 1853 may be found in the Document ory History,
volume eight from page 251 on. It was the time of
Mutual Protections and Industrial Congresses, Robert
MacFarlane was the leader of the labor movem.ent, a dyer
by trade and later editor of the Scientific American,
His thesis was always that m.ore education for the v/orker
himself v;ould put him in the position from which he could
see the need of education for his child, and would con-
sequently make him fight harder for the better schooling
of the next generation. He rebelled at the sm.all am.ount
of time allowed most apprentices for continuation school-
ing, which was somewhere in the vicinity of three months'
education in an evening school. Here is a nexus with
the present day problem of the compulsory day part-time
education of the continuation school. His arguments
were the same as might have been heard this year at the
committee meetings on the proposed compulsory school
age law of 1927. Educational ideals and financial
economy still battle as of yore.
In 1849 a state referendum in New York resulted in
a decided majority favoring the abolition of a rate bill
so that schools might become entirely free. A second
referendum the following year resulted the same, but with
considerable lessening of the majority.
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The Legislature paid little attention to the expression
of the popular will, and a congress of v/orking men's in-
dustrial unions was silent on the issue. It might be
interesting to see the reason for this reversal on the
part of labor unions failing to follov/ up the expression
of opinions of a great number of v/orking people.
In 1851 another cooperative organization, the New
York State Industrial Congress, with eligibility to no
particular union, but open to all associations of labor
and of reform, had among other items on its program a
plea for an agricultural college and an attack on trade
teaching in the prisons. The interest shown had its
value in stirring public opinion which later eventuated
in the national movement which resulted in the worrill
Act, establishing agricultural schools.
After these years and on to the Civil War period,
many groups gathered in labor organizations v/hich might
be called unions but v/hich were so local in their scope
they never became very powerful. This, too, was the
era of rising prices with a consequent lack of real vim
or interest in social reforms, and so we will find little
of real educational policy and much of economy in the
pronouncements of the trade unions of this period.
t
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It may be relevant at this place to note that the
records of this time, when Horace Mann in our own state
was devoting himself so whole heartedly to all these big
problems, that we can find little of record to shov/ that
labor in general did anything to help along the good
work. In fact it is to Horace Mannas greater credit
that his accomplishments are not dimmed by discussions
of pretanders.
In review we see many phases of this battle for
state-supported schools which brought about the first
establishment of the American public school system, in
principle at least, in all our Northern States. The
struggle was around certain points which might be enum-
erated somev/hat in order of their accomplishment under
the following eight points: (1) for tax support; (2)
to eliminate the pauper school idea; (3) to make the
schools entirely free; (4) to establish state super-
vision; (5) to eliminate sectarianism; (6) to broaden
the curriculum; (7) to extend the system upv/ard and
(8) to add the state imiversity.
In this struggle many were the forces that fought
bravely to pass the legislation which hastened the public
school on its path of progress. Any history of education
will enumerate the names of those educational leaders who
did so much by their work and their writings to place
m
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the problem in its true light before the lav/-makers • So-
ciological treatises have much in them to explain the trends
of the times, and the sociological and economic reasons which
swayed whole groups of people to think of and tend to their
betterment in the line of education. But there is yet an
untouched field wherein the author will gather his data from
the actual records of labor unions, when these records are
available and authenticated. From this data he will prove
that these different organizations, phalanxes, trade asso-
ciations, mutual protections, industrial congresses, v^ork-
ingmen*s parties, mechanic's institues, all em.br oyo forms
of the local union organizations of today, had a distinct
share in stirring public opinion to the pitch where some-
thing had to be done and the thing v;as done. The trend
of the times could mark its mileposts at some of the
gatherings of these unions when a resolution was adop-
ted which gained its fruition at a near date after the
pressure and the impetus -spirit of a labor meeting was
demonstrated to the law-makers.
As is usual with all great movements they need a good
start. That is the time when the work is hardest. The
second quarter of the nineteenth century saw that public
school movement off to a good start. From now on the
questions were to center around other problems. Labor
was to continue to hold what it had, and to spread its
accompli shements to more and more states. Another prob-
lem that might be worth solving would be to trace the
I
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growth in the number of public schools. Of course it
would not be entirely conclusive but the study might bring
out other hidden data of the part labor actually played.

CHAPTER 5
THE KNIGHTS OF LABOR ERA.
Continuing my division of labor *s progress to
double decades, the next period which begins about
1860 and runs to 1880, takes in the Civil War and
the Reconstruction eras. The "common school a-
wakening" which took place in the Northern States
after Horace Mann began his work in Massachusetts
was felt in some of the Southern States as v/ell and
although some very commendable beginnings had been
made in a few of these States before 1860, the es-
tablishm.ent of State educational systems in the South
was in reality the work of the period following the
close of the Civil War. In the North, hov/ever, the
American people had definitely decided that they in-
tended to establish and maintain a series of state
systems, free, publicly controlled, tax-supported,
non-sectarian common schools, and that these common
schools should provide whatever educational advant-
ages the needs of the states might seem to demand.
Many other points still remained to be fought out,
but the main lines of future development had been
firmly established. Individual labor associations
had pressed the point in all these movements, but
it was the concerted action of a national body that
was really effective.
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During the three years preceding the v;ar and up to the
close of it, labor as a whole was naturally very little con-
cerned with educational enterprises of the kind v/e are con-
sidering. The public ear had too much to hear without being
concerned with labor's voice. Economic conditions, too,
had much to do with suppressing the growth of labor, but
organization was going on, quietly, here and there, for
self-preservation more than anything else. Unions were
tending more and more to combinations with central bodies.
In fact there were thirty of these with a membership of
about 200,000 by the end of the War, One attempt to
nationalize these central bodies was m.ade in 1864 by the
International Industrial Assembly of America. Nothing
of note is to be recorded of its success.
Another organization did grow up shortly after which
v/as the forebear of the American Bederation of Labor. This
was the Knights of Labor, started in Philadelphia about
1869. It was founded "for the purpose of organizing,
educating, and directing the power of the industrial
masses. "^5- During the early years of its existence
there is little to be recorded of educational attitudes.
* Preamble to the "Constitution of the Knights of Labor."
P. 3.
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It was so much concerned with its internal growth and its
policy of boycott and strike that it must be considered
of little value in our considerations at this time.
This was undoubtedly true of the many other unions
which came into existence at this time. To be sure every
constitution included a declaration of its object as ed-
ucational. Its symbol or emblem v/as bedecked with a
happy phrase which claimed an educational right. Its
conventions endorsed an educational resolution. But I
have not been able to find any definite educational
attitude in any of them. Among these unions were the
Patrons of Husbandry, the International Workingmen's
Association, the National Labor Union, the Industrial
Assembly of North America, and others of less note.
There were two points in which all these had a
common motive which did bear on the educational side.
These were the eie:ht-hour day and the matter of app-
reticeships . In the matter of the eight-hour day,
there was a philosophy behind it that is only too
evident today. Henry Ford has incorporated it in
his scheme of economy. It runs somewhat in this
fashion. The shorter the day, the longer the
leisure. The longer the leisure the move wants
needed to satisfy the leisure. The more wants,
the more production, more consumption, and a raise
r
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in wages. The better wages the more opportunity for
raising the standards of life, hence better and more
education.
The matter of apprenticeship which pushed itself
to the front at this time was based on better education
of the apprentice in and outside of his trade. There
are not many who doubt that labor wished to restrict
apprenticeship so as to protect themselves. But in
limiting the number of apprentices in the trades they
did lessen the number of opportujiities for boys to
leave school, and in this we may tie up labor with
the first forces to see the value of compulsory school
attendance
•
Another point of contract that might be mentioned
here is that labor in its conventions was constantly
calling attention to the lack of education among its
workers and am-ong their children. At the convention
of the National Labor Union in 1867, a report was made
that a study of this kind, worthy of a special report,
htd been made. Attention was called to the number of
mill-children who should have been in school, and the
general deficiency in education v/as noted. Tv/o
committees did call the attention of Congress to the
need of knowledge requisite to the intelligent exer-
cise of citizenship to overcome this lack, and also
forced consideration of the eight-hour law for federal
public works. The political issues of the presidential
9
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election of 1872, split this union into two parties neither of
which as far as I know, did anything further that might be
termed educational.
At this time the Knights of Labor began to be a pov;er.
It held its first national convention in 1878, Its first
General Master V/orkman was T, V. Pov/derly, whose book en-
titled "Thirty Years of Labor" has been quoted in this thesis.
It would take a volume to write up the history of the Knights
of Labor, its political, social and economic policies, and its
consititution. So here again I shall not go into much detail
beyond considering its actual educational attitudes.
Not by any means the first to do so, they did actually
take up the battle for a Bureau of Labor Statistics, They
considered such a national function absolutely necessary
before any real betterment of laboring conditions could be
expected. They knew the value of having a friend at court
when demanding new legislation. How well they succeeded
in placing their stand before Congress may be measured by
the fact that the Department of Labor was established at
this time, and undoubtedly largely thru their efforts.
In the light of some of our present day problems
another phase of their attitude is really illuminating.
Today there is a tendency, which has been growing for
some time to consider the status of the high school.
rc.
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Many curricula still focus their objectives on training
for colleges, with a consequent mortality that is in-
escapable. There are still enough high schools doing
this to make this problem the subject of many present
day writings in our educational journals, with a pre-
ponderant voice in the opposition.
V/ell, here is the philosophy of the Knights of
Labor as expressed in a siimmary of the Journal of Labor,
(1) The common school has its own purpose to serve and
must not be sacrificed to the high school, (2) the pur-
pose of the common school is, " a rudimentary general
education," both mental and mechanical - a foundation
for one or more of the skilled trades, (3) our boys
and girls do not need a higher education, but should
be placed in the way of becoming good and self-support-
citizens, so that they may be qualified to discharge
their civil and social duties, (4) the whole course
should be brief and as thoroughly practical as possible
As a special purpose of the common school the dignity of
manual labor should be impressed. It might be interesting
to note here that fifty years later the American Fed-
eration of Labor in a committee report opposed this idea
so much that they would have no work of any vocational
nature in the education of children under 14 years of
age. As the Knights of Labor at this period was con-
fined to the unskilled trades, we can easily imagine
Journal of Labor, July 2, 1887.
c
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their reactions to education as a whole. But they were
not alone in their attitude. Dr. Eliot of Harvard at
the convention of the National Educational Association
stated "that Massachusetts had got through the experience
of expecting the high school to take care of all, and the
function of the high school was not to prepare for college
but to extend education to the seventeenth year."-"-
The Knights of Labor fostered also, the evening school
because of the limited training to be acquired during the
common school time, altho I did not find any specific
attitude towards, or propaganda for, the establisment of
more of the kind of evening schools then in existence.
The Knights of Labor always opposed child labor with
the natural consequence of endorsing compulsory school
attendance. Their program as stated in the 1895 edition
of the Constitution dem.anded prohibition by law of the
employment of children under fifteen years of age, com-
pulsory school attendance for at least ten months of
the year for all children between the ages of seven and
fifteen, and the furnishing at state expense of free text-
books . The compulsory school attendance feature of their
propaganda was so favorably received throughout the country
that the press were almost unanimous in their praise of
the objective. One Cleveland paper in commenting upon
* Addresses and Proceedings of the National Educational
Association 1873, p.43.
Ic
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this effort of the Knights of Labor said, " This action will
do much to direct public opinion into wise and safe channels
on this subject (compulsory school attendance) and strengthen
the cause of public education at its weakest point.
How strongly they fought at this time may be seen
by a review of their efforts in Pennsylvania in 1891 where
there were many children in the mills and in the coal-mines.
The legislature voted a Universal Education Bill, which
Governor Pattison vetoed on the ground that it was such
an innovation it had no grounds for surety of success, and
also because the time was not favorable for imposing such
a regulation upon the whole state. This is one instance
of what I think is typical of many great movements towards
better legislation. It takes a great impetus to convince
any legislature of the worth of any piece of legislation
desired. V/hen the law is passed, only too often does
all the credit for the success of getting it through go
to some individual proponent who worked for it during
the time immediately preceding its passage, when the
great impetus was perhaps as in this case a Labor
organization, representing the voice of the people.
It was not always a strictly union body which
fostered an educational ideal, as in the case of the
K- Journal of Labor, July 1891,
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Social Democratic Party of North America.-"- Their platform
stood for obligatory school laws for children between the
ages of seven and fourteen, the free use of all schools,
and the prohibition of child labor. Their efforts came
into the scope of this study only in as much as the party
was made up of workingmen mostly.
Several other organizations of labor were spasmodi-
cally popular during this period such as the International
V/orkingmen* s Association and the Patrons of Husbandry in the
middle west. Their platform included a resolution " to
advance the cause of education among ourselves and for our
children," They advocated agricultural and industrial
colleges with courses in "practical agriculture, domestic
science and all the arts which adorn the horae,"-^-"- The
Morrill Act, passed by the Federal government in 1862
gave to each state 30,000 acres of land for each repre-
sentative and senator in Congress from that state for
the support of colleges such as these. The work of
the Patrons of Husbandry was therefore conttibuting to
some degree, as they undoubtedly forced this issue.
•K- History of Labor in the United States, Vol, 2, p. 227.
Documentary History - Vol. 10, p,103
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THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR,
In the early eighties we come to the beginnings of
the great organization which dominates the labor field
in America today. Up to this time there were several
attempts to nationalize several parts of the field and
only the Knights of Labor were successful in welding to-
gether in any great numbers any part of what is now the
total union scope. Even this organization confined its-
elf to the unskilled worlrman.
This was the period when most of the effects of the
war were rapidly disappearing and when business was pro-
sperous. Machinery of new kinds was being introduced and
an rather large scales. Immigration was increasing and
contributing the greatest part of its numbers to the
laboring classes.
It was at this time that there was formed at a
convention in Pittsburgh in 1881 the Federation of
Organized Trades and Labor Unions of the United States
and Canada, It was the great attempt to draw together
the Knights of Labor and the different trade unions.
We must remember that the Knights of Labor was essent-
ially an organization whose philosophy was built on lines
of class solidarity. The trade unions on the other hand
were not concerned as much with solidarity for political
purposes as they v/ere with economic bargaining.
I
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Naturally there was much conflict not of aims but of means
for obtaining their objectives. This conflict resulted
in many matters of jurisdiction and when the eight-hour
movement was started by the trade unions, the Knights
of Labor not only gave no help but worked against the
idea. This brought about an open split which resulted
in the birth of the American Federation of Labor in 1886.
From the moment it started there was a steady increase
in numbers because its general policies were well re-
ceived and of a permanent nature. It was not to be
subjected to great upheavals with the flucuations of
business prosperity or of business depression.
As time went on several other factors crept into
our economic life v/hich held labor to certain bounds
and did not permit of any great revolution in the in-
dustrial world as might have been expected had the
policies of the Knights of Labor reached their max-
imum fruition.
In the first place huge corporations entered the
industrial field and they had a pov/erful weapon in the
size of their organization. Their strength in many
cases was commensurate with the power of the allied
trades' unions.
Then, commerce and anti-trust laws clearly defined
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the limits to which even labor could go in organizing
in restraint of trade. The courts, too, had set up
many precedents of injunctions against strikes, i-'inally
agreements between unions and employers grew to be
fashionable, and these agreements were being lived up
to on both sides.
There was a time during the growth of the American
Federation of Labor when they did line themselves up
politically with the Populist Party in the elections
of 1896. The Executive Council of that body did not
endorse the party but very many of the different unions
did do so. There were undoubtedly the Socialist dis-
contents, who oftentimes since have attempted to swing
the whole body to the endorsment of some presidential
candidate, but, to their credit, such an endorsement
by the organization as a whole has never been obtained.
To understand the condition of affairs that makes this
possible you must realize just what the American Fed-
eration of Labor is. It is a loose federation of
autonomous national unions. These have exclusive
jurisdiction over internal matters. While m.ost of
them are quite conservative in all their policies,
some are inclined to be socialistic, especially
when situated in a region in which some such organ-
ization as the Industrial Workers of the World are
strong and are disseminating propaganda intended to
induce cooperation on the part of the union.
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Of course the Federation does take much interest in
every election. They say their policy is to vote for
principles not men, and v/ith this in view they claim the
right to question the platforms of the major parties.
Their immediate concern is to protect their freedom in
all economic action. \¥hen, then, we see them committ-
ing themselves to any educational policy, we may suspect
a more remote purpose in their resolutions. This, how-
ever, should not militate against the righteousness of
their cause or the credit due them if their efforts are
rewarded with the successful completion of a bit of ed-
ucational progress, conceded to be valuable.
I shall devote my remaining chapters, as I previous
stated, to the attitudes of the American Eederation of
Labor. It may be said that there are several other
large unions such as the Brotherhoods, and the Amal-
gamated Clothing Workers of America which are not
affiliated with the Federation. These organizations
are active in the field of education, but it is mostly
workers* education within the adult ranks. Their-
other policies along educational lines are undoubtedly
so much in consonance with those of the Federation that
I do not deem it wise to lengthen this paper with their
separate consideration.
i
CHAPTER 7
ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE CHILD.
If there has been any one educational policy to
which the American Federation of Labor has connnitted
itself at all times, it is the one of compulsory school
attendance. With it we naturally expect the demand
for laws prohibiting child labor. I shall trace this
movement as best I can from the reports of the Pro-
ceedings, American Federation of Labor for the different
years mentioned.
Up to 1888 its early efforts consisted mostly in
favoring legislative action to enforce compulsion.
The policy then changed to real effort to secure in
the different states the enactment of compulsory school
attendance laws. In 1895 after an intensive study of
all such state laws, they endorsed the law of Massachu-
setts requiring thirty weeks of schooling each year
from 8 to 14 years of age and carrying a fine for non-
compliance
.
In 1911 its policy was definitely settled at a
common school education for every child between 6
and 16 years. This does not mean they favored keep-
ing the child from work of any kind until he was in
his seventeenth year. It was of course their ex-
pressed wish but many reasons in different places
:yc-
made it feasible to compromise, and they are still
compromising.
We can easily feel that the first motives of com-
pulsory school attendance were fear that child labor
would occupy too much of the field of the older people,
yet we must believe that these workers as they became
more and more educated wished all possible training
for their own children. It is somewhat paradoxical,
too, to say that the unions would be more selfish for
their own good, and then say that they were not selfish-
ly interested in the education of their children.
The convention of 1920 went on record for support
of the child labor amendment, and again in 1924 the
locals were urged to campaign for the proposed twent-
ieth amendment to the federal constitution, which was
later defeated.
Again when it came a question of part-time schooling
the unions so strongly in favor of child labor pro-
hibition might be expected to be in the camp of the
dissenters. But instead we find them in 1911 strongly
advocating three forms of continuation school education.
First they wished day part-time training for younger
boys and girls; secondly, evening training for mature
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workers, and thirdly, all-day trade training for child-
ren between fourteen and sixteen years of age. In 1915
this compulsory day continuation school training was en-
dorsed for all children 14 to 18 for not less than five
hours weekly. They went further, too, in demanding that
the cost of the time for this schooling be an expense of
the employer. This was not such a bugbear as at first
expected, because the National Association of Manu-
facturers supported this idea favorably with a resol-
ution in 1912, that such schooling be obtained " with-
out loss of wages for hours in school."
How m.uch these locals were permeated with this
general attitude of the central body may be gleaned
from the results obtained, Every state now has a
compulsory-school-attendance-law, statewide in
application; but in two states, Mississippi and
Virginia, particular localities may obtain exemp-
tions under certain specified conditions. In
twenty-six (26) states attendance is required through-
out the state up to the age of sixteen, and in thirteen,
the upper age limit is seventeen or eighteen, at least
in some localities. The School law in most states allows
children above a certain age (usually fourteen) to be ex-
cused to go to work, and many other exemptions are
permitted which weaken the effect of the compulsory
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school attendance provisions. Only tv/o (2) states,
Ohio and Oklahoma, require full-time schooling up to
the age of sixteen for all children.
In the matter of compulsory part-tim^e school
attendance, these locals must have spread the doctrine
of the central body. The recognition of the need
for providing further educational opportunities for
children who have left the regular day schools and
entered industrial life at an early age, is shown
by the passage, within the past few years, of laws
requiring employed children between fourteen and
sixteen years of age, to attend part-tim.e contin-
uation schools, Tv/enty six (26) state a" now have
laws of this type, but only twenty (20) of these
have provisions requiring schools to be established
under certain specified conditions. The attendance
required in m-ost states varies from four to eight
hours weekly, to be counted as part of the child's
legal working hours.
There has always been discussion as to just
what should be taught during the four hours and
how much credit was to be given the apprentice
if this time was a substitute for part of his
training.
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The Education Coramittee of the New York State
Federation of Labor concluded that this training
was for the purpose of securing information that
could not be acquired on the job, but they urged
the local unions not to consent to any shortening
of the apprenticeship period because of the acqui-
sition of this knov/ledge. They did think it of
such sufficient importance to demand that part-time
schooling be an essential requirement for journeyman
membership.
In contrast to this aim for continuation school
work, it may be remarked here that professional edu-
cators are very reluctant to give up the notion that
these children need as much as they can possibly get,
of the general training of the high school and the
college. For my part I should hate to think that
the only object of education was training for the
job. There must be what the N, Jbj. A, thought in
1918 to be quite essential. " V/ithout sacrificing
in any essential way its service to industry, the
scope of the continuation school should be broadened
to include those elements of general and liberal edu-
cation that are so fundamental to sound democratic
citizenship.
* A National Program for Education, N. E, A. June 1918.
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Looking over the curricula of these part-time
continuation schools we do seem to see more of
labor's attitude than that of the professional
educator. This fact in itself silently attests
the strength of the impetus that called for the
introduction of these schools. It would take
volumes to prove the same thing on a scientific
basis
•
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS ADMINISTRATION AND CURRICULUM.
For many years I find that labor in general was
little concerned with the administration or the curri-
cula of the schools. Their efforts were pointed in
the direction of more schools and better education.
Of course, as the number of common schools grew, and
as their problems warranted legislation, administration
became one of its major issues. I am not considering
any attempts to project labor influence from their
locals or even from their state branches. To prove
a general attitude of a state organization is in most
cases impossible because of a lack of authentic re-
cords. We can however with some degree of accuracy,
see a decided attitude of the American l-'ederation of
Labor towards federal participation in education.
In 1881, senator Henry Blair introduced his
Education Bill to the National Senate. This bill
was endorsed at several conventions of the Federation
between 1881 and 1891. It provided an appropriation
of ^120,000,000 to the states in installments during
ten years and expended through machinery of the
states. The basis of distribution to be existing
necessity as shovm by census returns on illiteracy.
It contemplated no permanent connection between the
federal government and support of education.
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Another bill the Agricultural Extension Act
of 1915 was aimed at better education for agricult-
ural workers and practical information in home e-
conomics. Labor supported this bill wholeheartedly,
and counted it among labor's achievements.-"- They had
endorsed in their 1914 convention another bill calling
the act a "signal success to the credit of the organized
workers in industry and the farmers This was the
Page Bill of 1913, an attempt to federalize the high
schools by appropriations for those which included
trade, agriculture and home economics instruction
in their courses of study. Mr. Gompers thought
this bill one of the most constructive and stated
that the American Federation had already devoted much
time to securing its adoption. -'J-"-"-
Getting dovm closer to our day we see the next
federal act passed in 1917. This was the Smith-
H-Qghes Act. A board v;as created and a representative
of labor was placed on it. The first representative
Mr. Arthur E. Holder is broadminded enough to have
said that the act was the combined product of the
representatives of labor in cooperation with far-
seeing employers and with aduoators who have a
vision beyond the present limited public schoolhouse
activities.
Legislative Achievements of the American Federation
of Labor, 1916.
Reisner, K. H. Nationalism and Education Since 1879. p. 483
K-"-::- American" I'ederationist , Jan, 1913.
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This is a somewhat different spirit from that shown in
most histories of education.
Labor not only helped to put this legislation through
but also kept an eye on its workings in the several states.
Their anxiety to see the good results the bill might bring
caused them to advocate that the states be obliged to
accept the money, committing themselves to any and all
conditions set by the federal government in this Board.
This was the attitude of many educational bodies which
desired federal dictation, altho they minimized the
probable results of such a policy,
I need not go into any great length to explain
labor's attitude on the series of bills which have
been before Congress during the last eight years,
aiming at a Department of Education with a cabinet
m.ember to be called the iSecretary of Hiducation. Nor
need I describe these bills beyond saying that they
all attempted to appropriate 100,000,000 annually
among the several states for Americanization, re-
moval of illiteracy, physical education, prepara-
tion of teachers and equalization of educational
opoortunities among all the states.
rI
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One needs only to go to the different annual
reports, called Proceedings, American Federation of
Labor, to find a regular yearly endorsement of these
bills. One endorsement is a sample. In 1919 the
resolution passed read: " the Executive Council of
the American Federation of Labor, working v;ith the
American Federation of Teachers and the National
Education Association, has cooperated in the pre-
paration and introduction of the Educational Bill,"-"-
I hope I have not intimated that any organiz-
ation actually worked for federal dictation. Nor
would I say that labor at any time comm.itted itself
to arbitrary pov;ers for any federal board. The
general attitude was a desire for more federal en-
couragement. There was a real v^ish for educational
opportunities for every group in the whole country;
and they deserved this to be accomplished by the
several states without any ham.pering influences on
the part of the sppi'opriating or distributing powers.
In labor's attitude towards having labor re-
presentatives on boards of education we find a
problem v;hich has not as yet been sufficiently
appreciated by the people at large. They have
demanded representation in many places and have
reached their goal.
Proceedings, American i''ederation of Labor, 1919, p.?16.
c
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No other group of workers, lacking organization such
as is found in the union, has any but the regularly
appointed representatives on these boards. However,
there will always be the cry from the labor unions
that they represent the working people. Weill They
do. But as yet they have not unionized all the work-
ing classes.
Many of the points which might be considered in
organized labor's attitude toward the curriculum have
been treated in my other chapters, I must also exclude
much on many subjects in the curriculum which have been
the target of criticism for labor's spokesmen. The
record lacks official endorsem_ents • I can however safely
speak of a definite attitude in late years upon the follow-
ing five topics: (1) the junior high school, (2) social
studies, (3) intelligence tests, (4) military training
and (5) physical education,
Vi/hen the junior high school idea jujnped over the
horizon about twenty years ago, there seemed to be a
general suspicion on the part of labor that educators
wished to stop the cultural education of worker's
children at the sixth grade and to force them to spe-
cialize in trade education. The powerful statistics
of elimination in the high schools of the whole country
came to the resource in allaying this fanciful theory,
and these fears grew less and less, I had to smile
as I read in a daily newspaper last week that
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some labor men were becoming suspicious of those
colleges which were making more stringent entrance
requirements for the general increasing number of
working men's sons who were graduating in too large
numbers from the high schools.
This policy of opposition soon changed, and we
find the convention of 1918 endorsing a statement
that the " upper years of the elementary school should
be reorganized to afford diversified training so that
boys and girls who cannot go on to higher schools,
will receive training specifically designed for their
needs and not be compelled as at present to prepare
for a role that they will never play,"*
Later in 1924 the convention requested its
Committee on iiiducation to study the junior high
and also the platoon system, the latter of which
had received scathing denxmciation in a New York
iState convention, when the Gary Schools were
characterized as "makeshifts improperly named
jiinior high schools," and all affiliated members
were urged to oppose them,"
The present attitude I think is one of doubt.
The aim of the junior high school is to articulate
and by doing so retain pupils in school as long as
possible
,
^5- Proceedings, American Federation of Labor, 1918, p.320.
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It is doing that very thing. If the curriculum still
prepares for further high school opportunity, labor
will be satisfied. If vocational courses lead to
rapid exit out of school and into trades, labor will
be justified in complaining. The present trend is
one of experimentation.
The social studies have always been criticized
in one way or another by the labor-sociologist. A
philosophy of contenting the workingman with his lot
and the disparagement of labor *s dignity have always
gathered their united opposition. The World War brought
out need of a greater and better knowledge of democracy.
Its real meaning, a thorough understanding of its aims,
and a surety of its success demanded a training in the
fundamental economic processes upon which it rested.
When President 7/ilson called these facts forcibly to
the attention of educators, labor in almost every
state called upon school officials to heed the
President's call. The national conventions from
1917 to 1922 made many resolutions calling for in-
formation, and su.2;gesting plans of procedure for a
workable policy.
To the 1923 convention came the report of the
committee authorized to fix labor's attitude towards

a true democracy. The report, "Labor and Education,"
came In three parts with these conclusions. The first
part concedes that the teaching profession of the
nation knows its business, should set up the content
and method of teaching for democracy, but it can never
fully understand labor's philosophy until teachers are
unionized. Hence the American Federation of Teachers
is the best means of public defense.
Part two of the report is the answer of labor to
three fundamental questions: the importance of the
social studies, the ideal content, and the amoimt of
this content now in practice. The first question gets
the answer that the social studies are the backbone of
secondary education. This answer was expected after
the unqualified endorsement of this position with
pledges of full support nationally and by all locals
in the convention of the preceding year,-"- I think
the N, E, A, supported this notion at Dallas, Texas,
this year.
Of course the ideal content was not found, but
labor has much to say regarding what might contribute
to a more practical course. The labor movement has
not had its proper place, and most educators admit it.
The theoretical texts of economics were most respons-
ible, and with the com-ing of community and social civics,
economic texts have become more descriptive of movements
including labor unions.
Proceedings, American Federation of Labor, 1922, p.368
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The recoiTiinendations of the Committee for the ideal
content are (l) introduction of the social studies
into the curriculum of the elementary schools, (2)
that more attention be given to social and economic
matters in history study, (3) that the last fifty
years of American history receive the greater attention
and (4) that forces and movements should be critically
studied for critical conclusions rather than for
results
•
The third part of the report containing the con-
clusions reached after a survey of some forty-seven
histories, forty-seven civics, tv^enty-five econom.ics,
and four sociologies. The question of selection of
texts and the pov;er of the determining choice in this
matter found labor in 1912 in favor of a certain
rigidity and centralization of power in the hands of
the state. This Committee in 1923 reported the need
of placing the pov/er in each local community and
against the former policy of state jurisdiction of
texts. The report finds that texts are changing
for the better and the workingman's position is
rapidly being put in a light more satisfactory to
labor.
There is no doubt that this Committee is doing
a fine piece of educational cooperation in calling
attention to a better valuation of the social sciences,
and continuing its survey of the text books in
15
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the field. It cannot help but receive proper treatment
from makers of the curricula. There is one point however
that seems over-emphasized. Labor contends that the
really free, unhampered, teacher of social science is
the one who is protected by union labor ^s organization.
Once upon a time all text books were ways of furthering
Capitol's oppression. Now they must be written by
unionized teachers. Haven't we enough to do to stand
in medias res without being pushed to either extrem.e?
Towards intelligence tests I have not found the
most definite attitude. Here and there throughout
labor writings you will find opinions of individuals
who are much opposed to the present style of intelli-
gence testing because it sets up a class system of
grading pupils, determining their courses, and giving
them their place in society. Those of higher mental
ability select the academic courses, the next lower
the commercial, those lower still, the technical
courses, and the lowest the short vocational courses.
The American Federation of Labor has not as yet to
my knowledge taken any stand on this subject, but
they are studying the subject.
Military training in the schools has never
found much favor with labor. In their opinion
armies and wars have been so tied up with commer-
cial interests and capitalism, administrated by
e
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the aristocrat and fought by the workingmen that there
was always the suspicion of any training in arms. Mr.
Gompers fought hard during the World War and later to
have labor and the farmers share in the advancement,
of military preparation and the control of it. The
present president, Mr, William Green was in 1916 chair-
man of a committee on militarism v/hich recommended a
citizen soldiery as the best antidote against a large
standing army. They denied, however, the school as
the place of preparation, and were unalterably opposed
to any teachings that would inculcate a spirit of
militarism.
No definite attitude towards physical education
appears until the convention of 1918 when in that year
and in the two successive years, specific mention is
made of this part of the curriculum. These conventions
endorsed (l) the establishment of complete systems of
modern physical education under specially trained in-
structors, (2) the provision of ample playground facil-
ities as a part of the public school system, and (3)
continuous medical and dental inspection throughout
the schools." Following this policy labor has en-
dorsed the work of the Playgrounds and Recreation
Association of America, and has placed a labor
representative on its Board of Directors.
Proceedings, American Federation of Labor, 1918,
p.321.
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS HIGHER EDUCATION.
It can easily be understood that labor *s attitude
toward higher education is not as tangible as it might
be. Most of this problem is confined to private insti-
tutions. But where they could do so, the unions have
insisted that university faculties give som.e consider-
ation to the voice of labor. They have had numerous
lecturers from their ranks, and one and all they
preach the doctrine of a state university as the
surest guarantee of the freedom of expression. Here
in Massachusetts in 1921 they gave unstinted support
to the movement for such a university.
Not like their predecessor , the Knights of Labor^
the general attitude of all working men today is to
give the boy and the girl a chance to go to college.
They are imbued with a true democratic spirit and
expect the colleges to show the same spirit, but they
do not always seem to find it. Rather than belittle
the colleges, however, they strive on, and several
states bodies of the union are working for increased
state scholarships especially for their members.
Naturally the far-seeing members of the union
understand the value of public opinion. They need
the public especially at times of labor trouble,
and so they have been trying for years to build up
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a school of opinion favorable to an unbiased hearing of
labor's problems. This has been done through labor
newspapers and magazines, as well as by timely articles
in other publications. They have kept rather close
check on the pronouncements of university professors
of economics whenever labor's position was painted in
any view unfavorable to the workingman. In 1902 they
made an investigation in this field as to the attitude
of teachers in general, including university professors
toward the working people and also the economics of
the day relating to labor. Five years later this
study was followed by another investigation of uni-
versity opinion. The result was a statement by
President Gompers verifying farmer conclusions in
the general finding" that altho the average teacher
is not in spirit with labor's attitude, he imbibes
some of the t tolerant) spirit of the age."-55-
Needless to say the general attitude toward
a state university connoted later the idea of
university extension work. The idea has spread
rapidly during the past fifteen years, and labor
bodies in every state have worked for passage of
bills appropriating money for this work. Later
these state bodies have called the attention of
their jurisdictions to the new establishments and
urged them to form classes and secure the service
of one of the specialists of the Bureau.
* American Pederationist , December 1913,
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These state bodies now have in most states a
direct contact with University Extension boards
and supply lists of topics in Economics and the
treatment of the subject from labor's point of
view.
0
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
There need not be any argument to prove that
Labor stands whole-heartedly behind the general
scheme of industrial training. This sort of
training bears so directly upon the condition of
the working classes that the problem for labor was
only how much, of what kind, and where it should be
given advantageously without any detriment to the
opportunity of the adult worker. I have mentioned
labor *s attitude to the policy of including vocational
education as a regular part of public education rather
than separated it as a special system of its own.
Labor, too, has always demanded representation on
boards administring such programs, and has alv/ays
supported bills for federal support of vocation
education. Strange to say, labor in several inst-
ances did place itself on record against vocational
training when its committee in 1912 reported that it
was utterly opposed to vocational training of children
under 14, The report did not, however, attack the
manual training then in the program of the elementary
school. Significant too, was the proposal that
whatever was done in this line should be done by men
teachers, and it should also be taught for purposes
of vocational guidance rather than for technical
training. They desired this work to be done by
experts in the field of industrial life, and by
c
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those who were sympathetic to the trades. Naturally
then, they opposed women teachers. In the high schools
when short mechanics arts courses were introduced into
the general high schools, labor often condemned them
as useless. It seems that the general policy was
against eliminating any subject or the amount of time
given to it in the general cultural training in order
to give place to a doubtful training in theory of some
mechanical art.
Against private vocational schools labor has waged
an incessant v/ar, claiming that they were the breeding
places of strike-breakers. Whenever possible labor
has thrown all its strength against any state support
of these institutions. We can easily appreciate this
position because all these private institutions are in
the class of capitalist enterprises. Even the
Y. M. C. A. had to bear the burden of one of these
attacks when they were condemned in the debate at
the 1924 Convention for "offering courses claiming
to turn out skilled mechanics, and for trying to
place their students on v/ork conducted on the open
shop basis."^"-
Here in Boston as v^rell as elsewhere there have
been cooperative courses in some of the high schools
where children spend a v/eek in school and a week in
a shop.
^- Proceedings, American Federation of Labor, 1924,
p. 245.
rc
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Labor is totally against such a proposition if the
shop is a private concern, its attitude being that
if private shops can dictate just what pupils can
benefit by this training in their shops, they are
dictating to the public school administrations who
shall take specific courses in the schools. I
cannot see labor's argument here because industry
certainly has the right to say who shall enter it
and v/ho shall stay in it. Now if in this enlight-
ened age labor cannot see that industry wants good
workers and cannot afford to investigate the child's
attitude on the problems of capitol and labor, or
closed shops and open shops, labor is in the position
of asking the tax-payers to run industrial shops as
part of their educational program, which I am sure,
is the farthest thing from labor's mind. Both sides
are still experim.enting. Many industries have de-
veloped schemes for such training under their ex-
clusive support and control as the General Electric
Company at Beverly. Labor organizations such as
the International Typographical Union have done the
same. In this matter of apprenticeship training,
there is beginning to appear an attitude of get-
together and from it we can hope for a valuable
solution with comprom.ises on both sides.
One outstanding instance of this era of better
feeling is that of the New York Building Congress.
An apprenticeship commission was formed in 1922,
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consisting of five employers, five labor represent-
atives, and three members of the Congress, none of whom
is an employer or an employee of the building industry.
Its efforts are confined to the training of boys from
the mechanical building trades of Greater New York,
Funds are jointly supplied by employers and organized
labor. The public school furnishes class-rooms, certain
materials and instructor's salaries. You can easily
imagine the success of any plan that has the three con-
cerned units working in harmony, and it has been adm.ittedl
successful. The New York State Federation at its 1923
convention unqualifiedly endorsed its program and re-
commended it to the unions throughout the state.
Another attitude of labor that might be considered
here is that the quality of industrial training must
depend upon the training of the teacher. Hence they
have always demanded as a first consideration in a
teacher, skill at the trade. It is interesting to
read that the praise for the early success of labor's
printing schools was because " the teachers were printer-
tutors who never have been afflicted with pedagogical
cramp and never expect to be."-"-^"- Well, I don't doubt
the latter part much. With the relative scale of wages
in the skilled trades and the salaries of public school
* Proceedings, New York State Federation of Labor, 1923, p.
6
Proceedings, American Federation of Labor, 1909, p.275.
1
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teachers, I don't see hov; the unions can expect their
competent skilled mechanics to invite either pedagog-
ical or financial cramp in the teaching profession.
A bone of contention which appears in a greater
size when the argiiment is between labor and private
institutions, is that of the sale of products of
the vocational school, With the fear that any-
large volume of products might be a detriment to
the livelihood of m.echanics, labor has us ally
follov/ed the slogan " construction for instruction,
rather than instruction for construction." Where
the volume is quite small and where the indivdual
unions concerned are not greatly affected, there
has been no great amoimt of opposition on the part
of the central bodies towards any public school
vocational work. Educations' problem must always
be to watch carefully that volume of product never
causes a sacrifice of training values.
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ATTITUDE TOWARDS TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS.
Teaching bodies in general have never found
labor organizations opposing any movement for in-
crease in their salaries. In every record, too,
of the campaigns of v/omen teachers for equal pay
for equal work labor has evidently been on the
side of the women. At least that is true of
their attitude for publication, but if my m.em-
ory serves me correctly, I do not recall any
great emotion on the part of the Boston Labor
Unions when the case was before the public only
a short time ago. Perhaps the refusal of the
Boston teachers to join the union in large num.bers
and later the action of the few who took a charter
and then returned it, had something to do with the
matter.
Hov/ever, teachers have organized and there
are several locals of teachers' unions. One
of the first cities to attempt to unionize a
teachers' organization was that of Chicago in
1901. At the convention of American Federation
the following year, one of the planks of the plat-
form was a clarion call to teachers announcing that
in the ranks of the union was to be found the only
place in which they could adjust their problems of
increased pay and the elimination of political

influences in the public school.
It is only within the last decade hov/ever that
any general accession to labor *s ranks has taken place.
In 1916 the American Federation of Teachers became
affiliated with the national labor body. As can easily
be understood the education attitude of labor since then
has been that of its teachers ranks. Of course there
must be a mutual influence in this contact. Labor must
perforce see the educator's viewpoint and accept it with
less bias, while the teachers must give greater consid-
eration to labor's attitude with a feeling of brotherhood
interest. Which influence proves to be the greater will
determ-ine the benefits of unionization of teachers. If,
as endorsed in the platform of the American Federation
of Teachers at their first convention in 1916, the
principles of initiative, referendum, and recall in
the conduct of educational affairs become dominant in
the administration of the public school, we may look
for some startling changes. For one, I am doubtful
of the success of any policy which is the result of
the often hasty, passionate opinion of the any great
number of people, while I do feel secure in the present
system of selecting recognized conscientious leaders,
rather than political favorites.
•Js- Proceedings, American Federation of Labor, 1902, p. 219.
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There are some things of recognized value to the
teacher in such organization, and how much these will
affect real educational progress is still mooted. First,
the right to organize has been generally admitted, vrbether
they should become affiliated with the union, with the
best interests of American education at heart, I am still
in doubt. Labor contends that teachers not only have the
right but they have a duty to join a union so as to be-
come better acquainted with economical life and to better
their condition financially, as well as to increase their
opportunities to becom.e better teachers. Secordly, comes
the matter of salaries. Without argument it is generally
conceded that labor staunchly supports betterment of any
working wage, which includes all salaries of public
servants. Tenure, is a third problem that finds a
definite policy in the Federation.Labor * s attitude is:
a) a short probationary period, b) permanent tenure
afterwards during efficiency, c) dismissed only for
recognized lapses mentioned in the statutes, rules or
regulations, d) dismissal only after a public hearing,
e) the public hearing to be before a board on which
there is teacher representation, f ) the teacher to be
represented by counsel, and g) when necessary, appeal
to the civil courts for final action. The N. E. A.
in 1916 was willing to support most of this pDOgrsim
but balked at endorsing the general idea of the kind
of court for the hearing and the appeal to the civil
courts
•
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With the general philosophy of having labor
representation on all boards, the policy of teacher
and trade union representation on boards of education
found willing endorsement at many conventions. This
idea was later enlarged to include bodies of repre-
sentative teachers to act as advisory councils to the
administration especially in the matter of curricula.

CHAPTER 12
.
CONCLUSION.
If I were writing this thesis ten or fifteen
years from today it would be a far easier task.
Attempting to credit organized labor v/ith an atti-
tude without the authentic records which are necessary
in the premises commits the writer either to short,
definite statements of facts, or in the other extreme,
to a long discussion of probable influences. It seem.ed
to me that the dem.ands of a thesis such as this, per-
mitted only the former course of procedure, and in this
manner I have written,
V/ith the organization of the Workers' Education
Bureau in 1921, there has come into the ranks of the
American Federation of Labor, a coordination of the
rapidly increasing labor educational projects. Of
course these projects are mostly within the adult
ranks of the organization, but the literature which
it publishes will in its historical revievifs give a
far better picture of labor's present attitudes to-
ward education than the ones I am giving here, A
few words on this bureau may not be amiss here.
President Gompers at the first convention gave
its aim in these words: " In view of the mounting
costs of public education and the difficulties of
t
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obtaining adequate funds, the volunteer energies of
the American labor movement should be enlisted, part-
icularly in the development of adult education hitherto
entrusted largely to struggling continuation schools,"
The constitution of the nev/ organization gives its pur-
poses as (1) to collect and disseminate information
relative to efforts at education on any part of organ-
ized labor, (2) to coordinate and assist in every
possible manner the educational work nov/ carried on
by the organized v/orkers and (3) to stimulate the
creation of additional enterprises in labor education
throughout the United States.
The bureau has been in existence about five years.
Some idea of the scope its work may be understood when
we read in its yearbook for 1924, that it is performing
the following functions. It gives general information
about workers' education here and abroad, to all who
seek it; it gives educational advice to local labor
groups interested in the organizing of study classes
and workers' colleges; it registers teachers desirous
of participating in adult workers' education; it
published the Workers' Bookshelf, the V/orkers' Edu-
cation Bureau Series, and the Workers' Education
Pamphlet Series; it conducts a cooperative book
purchasing service; it conducts correspondence
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courses; and it Is developing a workers* loan library
service
•
We cannot judge this youthful organization to
any great degree by its past performances. But we
can hope for much. The fifth national convention
is to take place here in Boston from April 22 to 24
inclusive. Preparations have been perfected by
committees from the Boston Central Labor Union and
the Massachusetts State Branch, American Federation
of Labor, The Govention will be an occasion for
national review and approval of the character and
extent of the Workers' Education movement through-^
out the country.
President Green of the American Federation of
Labor speaks of its prospects in this fashion: "
It is significant to note trends indicating that
workers' education is increasingly concerned with
problems of work and shop relations. Workers'
education is concerning itself less with education
as a use of leisure and more with education as a
tool for better control of the problems of shop and
work.
€
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" This does not mean that labor is not mindful of
the culture of leisure, but that it regards the culture
of work as a prior source of understanding of life and
the spirit of man. If the calling which occupies the
major portion of man's working hours is made a means
of growth and larger capacity of service, there is a
greater probability of cultural use of leisure. It
is in their use of leisure that workers find themselves
in circles sharing in the common life of the community.
Here the workers share in the wider interests of citi-
zens, and are heirs to the knowledge and culture of past
generations. Educational undertakings in this field
come properly under public initiative with special
provisions for various groups.
" The field of industry alone is wide enough to
occupy our endeavors for the immediate future. We
are only beginning to realize the number of questions
upon which we need information and how inadequate are
all records. Our attempt to meet this problem by ed-
ucational methods is a safeguard against revolutionary
doctrines and plans for any undertaking based on facts
cannot go completely astray. Because of our faith in
these methods, the American Federation of Labor has
made the Workers* Education Bureau its educational
agency to help unions find how to grapple with their
educational problems. The record of this agency is
evidence of the soundness of its work."
It
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Any study of workers education will be reflected
in the curriculvim of the public school because that is
where the workers* education begins. The Federation
of Teachers too will keep labor's attitudes and policies
before teachers' conventions. With regularly endorsed
positions on the problems of the day and v/ith reliable
reports recording these policies, it will be an easier
task in the future to credit labor for the initiative
in educational progress when the facts are patent.
Professor Carlton, whose conclusion on labor *s
contribution to the development of education in the
United States has been very often repeated, writes
as follows: " It seems reasonable, however, to assent
that in recent years the direct and immediate initiative
for specific betterment in education comes first from
educators and students of social and industrial questions
but the force which makes their demands effective, which
causes them to be introduced on a large scale, is the
influence of the leaders of that class which will be
most directly and vitally affected by the particular
educational advances
Cyclopedia of Education, Vol. l.p.59
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So there is room for cooperation on both sides.
The formulating of definite programs of progress has
not been the forte of labor organizations of the
past, at least up to the time of the Teachers* Fed-
eration. This has been the business of educators,
and I imagine it will be in their hands for some tim-e
to come.
I
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